Backplate: 3 1/2" X 3 1/2" X 1/4" clear acrylic with dome shape and polished edges, Subsurface painted to match PMS #402
Tactile Plate: 3' X 3' X 1/8" Surface painted (to match PMS #405) exterior grade phenolic-backed photopolymer tactile plate with dome-shaped header, laminated to backplate
Room Numbers: 3/4" Frutiger Bold raised white double hot-stamped
Braille: Grade II

typical sign type 1E
exterior room number sign
scale: 1/2 actual size

Due to the nature of color reproduction, the colors on this drawing may vary from actual colors. Actual color samples are available on request.
This is an original unpublished drawing by Neon Products Co. Submitted for your approval. It is not to be reproduced without the permission of Neon Products Co.
TYPICAL SIGN TYPE 1
ROOM NUMBER SIGN

SCALE: 1/2 ACTUAL SIZE

Backplate: 3 1/2" X 3 1/2" X 1/4" clear acrylic with dome shape and polished edges, Subsurface painted to match PMS #402
Tactile Plate: 3" X 3" X 1/16" Surface painted (to match PMS #405) clear acrylic-backed photopolymer with dome-shaped header, laminated to backplate
Room Numbers: 3/4" Frutiger Bold raised white double hot-stamped
Braille: Grade II

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS. ACTUAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

CLIENT: Creighton University

SIGNWORKS
neon products co, inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105  402/346-5447

CONTRACT NO.:         DESIGN NO.: crei\luniv\ada\type 1
SALES PERSON:        SIGN TYPE: ADA Sign Type 1
APPROVED BY:        APPROVAL DATE:
DATE: 1-21-05        DIMENSIONS: 3 1/2" X 3 1/2"
DUE DATE:
Backplate: 8 1/2" X 6" X 1/4" clear acrylic with dome shape and polished edges, Subsurface painted to match PMS #402
Tactile Plate: 8" X 5 1/2" X 1/16" Surface painted (to match PMS #405) clear acrylic-backed photopolymer with dome shape, laminated to backplate
Symbol: 4" Raised white double hot-stamped
Rule: 1/16" X 4 1/2" Raised white double hot-stamped
Text: 5/8" U/L Frutiger Bold raised white double hot-stamped
Braille: Grade II

TYPICAL SIGN TYPE 3
FIRE/STAIR SIGNS

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"
TYPICAL SIGN TYPE 4

INSERT HOLDERS

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

1/16" Slot for changeable inserts
(Map inserts by Creighton)

1/16" Black acrylic back

1/16" Urethane Black Foam Tape

Frame: 1/16 non-glare clear acrylic lens with 3/16" subsurface finished border to match PMS #402
Judy Vodicka
Senior Administrative Assistant

.062" thick Clear non-glare Acrylic (Square corners) with 3/16" sub-surface PMS #402 border
Styrene insert surface painted PMS #405 with 3M 7725-10 White vinyl
1/2" U/L Frutiger Bold names
3/16" Titles

1/8" Black Acrylic back plate

1/16" Urethane Black Foam Tape

1/16" Non-glare

1/8" Black Acrylic

TYPICAL SIGN TYPE 6
DESK PLATES

SCALE: ACTUAL SIZE

TYPE 6a = Clear Cubical Bracket
TYPE 6b = Magnetic Tape
TYPE 6c = Desk Mount
TYPE 6d = Fabric Pin

SIDE VIEW
SCALE: ACTUAL SIZE

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS. ACTUAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

THIS IS AN ORIGINAL UNPUBLISHED DRAWING BY NEON PRODUCTS CO. SUBMITTED FOR YOUR APPROVAL. IT IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF NEON PRODUCTS CO.

CLIENT: Creighton University

SIGNWORKS
neon products co, inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447

CONTRACT NO.: 
DESIGN NO.: cre\univ\ada\type 6
DATE: 1-21-05

SALES PERSON : 
SIGN TYPE : ADA Sign Type 6
DIMENSIONS: 2" X 8"

SPECIFICATIONS: FOR SHOP USE ONLY

DESIGNER: 
APPROVED BY :
APPROVAL DATE :
DUE DATE :
Judy Vodicka
Senior Administrative Assistant

.T062" thick Clear non-glare Acrylic (Square corners) with 3/8" sub-surface PMS #402 border
Styrene insert surface painted PMS #405 with 3M 7725-10 White vinyl
1/2" U/L Frutiger Bold names
3/8" Titles
1/8" Black Acrylic back plate

1/16" Urethane Black Foam Tape

TYPICAL SIGN TYPE 6
DESK PLATES

SCALE: ACTUAL SIZE

TYPE 6a = Clear Cubical Bracket
TYPE 6b = Magnetic Tape
TYPE 6c = Desk Mount
TYPE 6d = Fabric Pin

SIDE VIEW
SCALE: ACTUAL SIZE

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS. ACTUAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

THIS IS AN ORIGINAL UNPUBLISHED DRAWING BY NEON PRODUCTS CO. SUBMITTED FOR YOUR APPROVAL. IT IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF NEON PRODUCTS CO.

CLIENT: Creighton University

SIGNWORKS neon products co, inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447

SIGN TYPE: ADA Sign Type 6

DATE: 1-21-05

DIMENSIONS: 2" X 8"

SPECIFICATIONS: FOR SHOP USE ONLY
Backplate: 8 1/2" X 6' X 1/4" clear acrylic with dome shape and polished edges, Subsurface painted to match PMS #402

Tactile Plate: 8" X 5 1/2" X 1/16" Surface painted (to match PMS #405) clear acrylic-backed photopolymer with dome shape, laminated to backplate

Symbol: 3 5/8" Raised white double hot-stamped

Rule: 1/16" X 4 1/2" Raised white double hot-stamped

Text: 5/8" U/L Frutiger Bold raised white double hot-stamped

Braille: Grade II

TYPICAL SIGN TYPE 7
STAIR SIGN

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"
Backplate: 9" X 9" X 1/4" clear acrylic with dome shape and beveled, polished edges, subsurface painted to match PMS #402
Tactile Plate: 8 1/2" X 8 1/2" X 1/16" Surface painted (to match PMS #405) clear acrylic-backed photopolymer with dome shape, laminated to backplate
Reveal: 1/8" Brushed Aluminum vinyl
Room Number: 1" uppercase Frutiger Bold raised white double hot-stamped
Braille: Grade II
Rule: 3/32" X 6' raised white double hot-stamped
Text: 3/4" U/L Frutiger Bold raised white double hot-stamped

TYPICAL SIGN TYPE 8
DEPARTMENT SIGN

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0'

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS. ACTUAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
THIS IS AN ORIGINAL UNPUBLISHED DRAWING BY NEON PRODUCTS CO. SUBMITTED FOR YOUR APPROVAL. IT IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF NEON PRODUCTS CO.

CLIENT: Creighton University

CONTRACT NO.: 
SALES PERSON: 
APPROVED BY: 

DESIGN NO.: cre\uni\ ada sign typical\type 8 dept
SIGN TYPE: ADA Sign Type 8
APPROVAL DATE: 

DATE: 1-21-05
DIMENSIONS: 9" X 9"
DUE DATE: 

SPECIFICATIONS: FOR SHOP USE ONLY

SIGNS SIGNWORKS NEON PRODUCTS CO., INC.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447
NORTH STAIR FLOOR

SUB-BASEMENT TO 24TH FLOOR
NO ROOF ACCESS
DOWN TO FIRST FLOOR
FOR EXIT DISCHARGE

Backplate: 16" X 12" X 1/4" thick clear acrylic with dome shape and beveled, polished edges, subsurface painted to match PMS #402

Tactile Plate: 15" X 11" X 1/16" surface painted, to match PMS #405 clear acrylic-backed photopolymer with dome shape, laminated to backplate

Border: 1/8" Brushed Aluminum vinyl

1 3/16" Frutiger Bold, raised white double hot-stamped

4 5/8" Floor Number

Braille: Grade 2

7/16"' 1/2"

1 3/4" arrow

Braille: Grade 2

SIGN TYPE 8a
STAIRWELL SIGNS

SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS. ACTUAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

THIS IS AN ORIGINAL UNPUBLISHED DRAWING BY NEON PRODUCTS CO. SUBMITTED FOR YBU APPROVAL. IT IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF NEON PRODUCTS CO.

CLIENT: Creighton University

SIGNWORKS
neon products co., inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105  402/346-5447

CONTRACT NO.:                    SALES PERSON: Malla

DESIGN NO.: cre1nr.adah8a/Stairwell signs
SIGN TYPE: ADA Sign Type 8a

DATE: 228-05
DIMENSIONS: 16h" X 12w"

SPECIFICATIONS: FOR SHOP USE ONLY

DESIGNER: B. Mullen

APPROVED BY:

APPROVAL DATE:

DUE DATE:
Maximum Occupancy
116

TYPICAL SIGN TYPE 9
(9) MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY SIGN

SCALE: 1/2 ACTUAL SIZE

Backplate: 2" X 7" X 1/4" clear acrylic with square corners and polished edges, subsurface painted to match PMS #402

Tactile Plate: 1 3/8" X 6 3/8" X 1/16" Surface painted (to match PMS #405) clear acrylic-backed photopolymer, laminated to backplate

.423" Frutiger Bold raised white double hot-stamped copy

.52" Frutiger Bold raised white double hot-stamped number

Braille: Grade II

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS. ACTUAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

THIS IS AN ORIGINAL UNPUBLISHED DRAWING BY NEON PRODUCTS CO. SUBMITTED FOR YOUR APPROVAL. IT IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF NEON PRODUCTS CO.

CLIENT: Creighton University

SIGNWORKS
NEON PRODUCTS CO., INC.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105  402/346-5447

CONTRACT NO.:  
SALES PERSON:  
APPROVED BY:  
SIGN TYPE: ADA Sign Type 9  
APPROVAL DATE:  
DIMENSIONS: 2" X 7"  
DUE DATE:
Office of Admission

Creighton University Medical Center
School of Pharmacy and Health Professions

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS [ACTUAL MATERIAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST]
THIS IS AN ORIGINAL UNPUBLISHED DRAWING BY NEON PRODUCTS CO. SUBMITTED FOR YOUR APPROVAL. NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF NEON PRODUCTS CO.

VINYL ON GLASS DOORS
SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

SPECIFICATIONS:
- MAKE SETS OF 2 WALL SURFACE WHITE VINYL FOR TWO ENTRANCE DOORS & INSTALL AS SHOWN IN PHOTO

Office of Admission
Creighton University Medical Center
School of Pharmacy and Health Professions

SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL

The City of Omaha has recently incorporated the National Electric Code into its City Code. A section of that code requires the use of a new type of transformer called UL 2161 in ALL NEON SIGNS. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the 2161 transformers to even the slightest variations in voltage, it is highly recommended that a dedicated circuit, including ground & neutral wire be installed for each sign to ensure the performance of these transformers. No other outlets or lights should share this circuit. The failure of the customer to provide a dedicated circuit for each neon sign will mean that Neon Products Co., Inc., can not be responsible for outages of the sign caused by changes in voltage and other factors.

SIGN LOCATION ON GLASS DOORS

SIGN WORKS
neon products co., inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447

CLIENT: CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL

CONTRACT NO.: DATE: 11/29/04
SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL
SALESPERSON: MALAH
APPROVED BY:

DESIGN NO.: 19852
SIGN TYPE: VINYL ON GLASS
APPROVAL DATE:

The City of Omaha has recently incorporated the National Electric Code into its City Code. A section of that code requires the use of a new type of transformer called UL 2161 in ALL NEON SIGNS. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the 2161 transformers to even the slightest variations in voltage, it is highly recommended that a dedicated circuit, including ground & neutral wire be installed for each sign to ensure the performance of these transformers. No other outlets or lights should share this circuit. The failure of the customer to provide a dedicated circuit for each neon sign will mean that Neon Products Co., Inc., can not be responsible for outages of the sign caused by changes in voltage and other factors.

SIGN LOCATION ON GLASS DOORS

SIGN WORKS
neon products co., inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447

CLIENT: CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL

CONTRACT NO.: DATE: 11/29/04
SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL
SALESPERSON: MALAH
APPROVED BY:

DESIGN NO.: 19852
SIGN TYPE: VINYL ON GLASS
APPROVAL DATE:

The City of Omaha has recently incorporated the National Electric Code into its City Code. A section of that code requires the use of a new type of transformer called UL 2161 in ALL NEON SIGNS. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the 2161 transformers to even the slightest variations in voltage, it is highly recommended that a dedicated circuit, including ground & neutral wire be installed for each sign to ensure the performance of these transformers. No other outlets or lights should share this circuit. The failure of the customer to provide a dedicated circuit for each neon sign will mean that Neon Products Co., Inc., can not be responsible for outages of the sign caused by changes in voltage and other factors.

SIGN LOCATION ON GLASS DOORS

SIGN WORKS
neon products co., inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447

CLIENT: CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL

CONTRACT NO.: DATE: 11/29/04
SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL
SALESPERSON: MALAH
APPROVED BY:

DESIGN NO.: 19852
SIGN TYPE: VINYL ON GLASS
APPROVAL DATE:

The City of Omaha has recently incorporated the National Electric Code into its City Code. A section of that code requires the use of a new type of transformer called UL 2161 in ALL NEON SIGNS. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the 2161 transformers to even the slightest variations in voltage, it is highly recommended that a dedicated circuit, including ground & neutral wire be installed for each sign to ensure the performance of these transformers. No other outlets or lights should share this circuit. The failure of the customer to provide a dedicated circuit for each neon sign will mean that Neon Products Co., Inc., can not be responsible for outages of the sign caused by changes in voltage and other factors.

SIGN LOCATION ON GLASS DOORS

SIGN WORKS
neon products co., inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447

CLIENT: CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL

CONTRACT NO.: DATE: 11/29/04
SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL
SALESPERSON: MALAH
APPROVED BY:

DESIGN NO.: 19852
SIGN TYPE: VINYL ON GLASS
APPROVAL DATE:

The City of Omaha has recently incorporated the National Electric Code into its City Code. A section of that code requires the use of a new type of transformer called UL 2161 in ALL NEON SIGNS. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the 2161 transformers to even the slightest variations in voltage, it is highly recommended that a dedicated circuit, including ground & neutral wire be installed for each sign to ensure the performance of these transformers. No other outlets or lights should share this circuit. The failure of the customer to provide a dedicated circuit for each neon sign will mean that Neon Products Co., Inc., can not be responsible for outages of the sign caused by changes in voltage and other factors.

SIGN LOCATION ON GLASS DOORS

SIGN WORKS
neon products co., inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447

CLIENT: CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL

CONTRACT NO.: DATE: 11/29/04
SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL
SALESPERSON: MALAH
APPROVED BY:

DESIGN NO.: 19852
SIGN TYPE: VINYL ON GLASS
APPROVAL DATE:

The City of Omaha has recently incorporated the National Electric Code into its City Code. A section of that code requires the use of a new type of transformer called UL 2161 in ALL NEON SIGNS. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the 2161 transformers to even the slightest variations in voltage, it is highly recommended that a dedicated circuit, including ground & neutral wire be installed for each sign to ensure the performance of these transformers. No other outlets or lights should share this circuit. The failure of the customer to provide a dedicated circuit for each neon sign will mean that Neon Products Co., Inc., can not be responsible for outages of the sign caused by changes in voltage and other factors.

SIGN LOCATION ON GLASS DOORS

SIGN WORKS
neon products co., inc.
1331 PARK AVE., OMAHA, NE 68105 402/346-5447

CLIENT: CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL

CONTRACT NO.: DATE: 11/29/04
SIGN AMPS: 11/25 INCREASE SIZE OF "SCHOOL OF PHARMACY..." VINYL
SALESPERSON: MALAH
APPROVED BY:

DESIGN NO.: 19852
SIGN TYPE: VINYL ON GLASS
APPROVAL DATE:

The City of Omaha has recently incorporated the National Electric Code into its City Code. A section of that code requires the use of a new type of transformer called UL 2161 in ALL NEON SIGNS. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the 2161 transformers to even the slightest variations in voltage, it is highly recommended that a dedicated circuit, including ground & neutral wire be installed for each sign to ensure the performance of these transformers. No other outlets or lights should share this circuit. The failure of the customer to provide a dedicated circuit for each neon sign will mean that Neon Products Co., Inc., can not be responsible for outages of the sign caused by changes in voltage and other factors.
This is a Non-Smoking Facility

F/S Vinyl Display
Scale: ½" = 1'-0"

Specifications:
* Furnish & Install New (F/S) White Vinyl Copy #7725-10
  Reading: "This is a Non-Smoking Facility"

Due to the nature of color reproduction, the colors on this drawing may vary from actual colors. (Actual material color samples are available on request.) This is an original unpublished drawing by Neon Products Co. Submitted for your approval. Not to be reproduced without the permission of Neon Products Co.